The course fee includes meals (2x coffee break and lunch), training kits, training materials, group photograph, and certificate. In order to allow sufficient time for arranging travel and processing document, participants are recommended to make an early enrollment.

For further information, please contact us:
Telp : 08156200197  (Hari Utomo)
Email: birokursus.iagi2@gmail.com
About Instructor:

Awang Harun Satyana is a VP Management Representative of SKK Migas (Government of Indonesia Special Task Force for Upstream Oil and Gas Business) for Pertamina EP. He graduated from the Geology Department of the University of Padjadjaran, Bandung in 1989. He worked for PERTAMINA from 1990-2002 and was assigned various positions as Exploration Geologist and Regional Geologist. Since 2002, Awang joined BPMIGAS and has been assigned various technical and managerial positions, including as Associate Editor for the AAPG Bulletin (during 2006-2007). Awang is a member of IAGI (Indonesian Association of Geologists), IPA (Indonesian Petroleum Association), AAPG (American Association of Petroleum Geologists), HAGI (Indonesian Association of Geophysicists), and IATMI (Indonesian Society of Petroleum Engineers).

Awang has actively served international and national geological societies by contributing papers, articles, keynote talks, guest lectures, and courses. There have been a total of 309 publications he has made (87 full papers for conferences, 54 articles for journals, 131 invited presentations, keynotes, and guest lectures, 31 course manuals, and 6 chapters in six books). Several of his papers got awards as the best papers and presentations. As appreciation for his great contribution and dedication to geosciences, "Lasut Award" from IAGI and "HAGI Award" from HAGI were awarded to Awang in 2002 and 2008, respectively.

Awang is so far the only Indonesian geologist assigned by the AAPG (American Association of Petroleum Geologists) to be the Associate Editor for the AAPG Bulletin (during 2006-2007). Awang is a member of IAGI (Indonesian Association of Geologists), IPA (Indonesian Petroleum Association), AAPG (American Association of Petroleum Geologists), HAGI (Indonesian Association of Geophysicists), and IATMI (Indonesian Society of Petroleum Engineers).

Awang has taught professional courses on various subjects for the last ten years, including: petroleum geology of Indonesia, petroleum geochemistry, petroleum system analysis, and tectonics and structure. Strong knowledge on many subjects and wide experience on many basins in Indonesia will provide him a good command of teaching this course.